The paper shows the results of a comparison of simplified models describing a two-dimensional water flow in the example of a water flow through a straight channel sector with a cavern. The following models were tested: the two-dimensional potential flow model, the Stokes model and the Navier-Stokes model. In order to solve the first two, the boundary element method was employed, whereas to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, the open-source code library OpenFOAM was applied. The results of numerical solutions were compared with the results of measurements carried out on a test stand in a hydraulic laboratory. The measurements were taken with an ADV probe (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter). Finally, differences between the results obtained from the mathematical models and the results of laboratory measurements were analysed.
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Introduction
According to the methodology usually applied in building a mathematical model (Meerschaert 2007) , one important aspect is the selection of an adequate mathematical description of the phenomenon examined. In a general meaning, such a model is a reasoned object developed to imitate a set of chosen characteristics of another object, which is called the original (Andrews and McLone 1976) . This means that a certain mathematical abstraction constitutes a model of a real object in terms of a specific set of characteristics (qualities) of this object. Knowledge about the qualities of the object allows us to define its level of sensitivity (susceptibility) to relevant forces. Most often, simplifying physical assumptions are made to omit the influence of those forces which generate small reactions of the real object. However, the analysis of the level of impact of a given force in each specific case may be individual and based on an agreed modelling objective. In the case of water flow, the mathematical models applied are created on the basis of mathematical physics equations, which act as a mathematical expression of the laws of conservation and are formulated in the form of problems described by differential equations. These equations usually provide accurate (analytical) solutions only in specific cases, which makes them almost useless for solving technical problems (Landau and Lifshitz 1959) . Therefore, in order to solve such problems, various simplified methods are almost always applied, including numerical methods (which are chosen most frequently). This relates to the process of domain discretization and to the adoption of a specific numerical solving method for this kind of equations. Simplifications made in describing a phenomenon concern both its spatial characteristics and the consideration of specific impacts (forces) influencing its course. The more detailed a model is, the more difficult it is to obtain a numerical solution that is close to reality. On the other hand, although the simplification of the model makes it easier to solve the equations describing this model, the question arises whether the omitted impacts could not significantly influence the description of the phenomenon.
Very often, scientific papers uncritically apply various simplified models describing the phenomenon of water flow. In such cases, it seems reasonable to assess those which are applied most frequently. This paper compares three mathematical models describing the case of a two-dimensional low-velocity water flow through a straight channel sector with a cavern. For this purpose, a test stand allowing a water flow to be forced through a straight sector with a perpendicular lateral arm with no run-off (the so-called cavern) was constructed in the hydraulic laboratory at the Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering of the Gdańsk University of Technology (FCEE GUT). The research stand was built in a laboratory channel capable of ensuring an inflow and outflow of water of a given discharge and depth. Thanks to maintaining a proper depth, it was possible to measure velocity distribution with an ADV instrument (by SonTek) equipped with a "down-looking" probe, which measures three components of the velocity vector. The measurements were taken at selected locations.
The measured values of two components of the velocity vector in the xy horizontal plane (assuming average values in the vertical plane) were used for comparison with the results of numerical solutions.
Mathematical Models
In general, equations describing water movement are mathematical expressions of the laws of conservation of mass and momentum, complemented by the constitutive equation defining the relation between shear stress and viscosity. Let us assume that the flow is stationary, incompressible, isothermal and laminar, and the fluid examined is a Newtonian fluid. As a result of these assumptions, equations describing the velocity field and the flow pressure in the two-dimensional case will take the following forms:
where:
∆ -Laplace differential operator,
i, j -unit vectors of the coordinate system of spatial axes x, y.
Equation (1) results from the principle of conservation of momentum, while equation (2) results from the principle of conservation of mass. The system of equations (1, 2) is known in the literature as the Navier-Stokes system of equations for an incompressible fluid in a stationary case (Landau and Lifshitz 1959) . The Stokes model is the next model analysed in the current paper. It results directly from the Navier-Stokes equations, once we assume that we shall omit the influence of inertia forces in the description of the flow. In practice, this condition is determined with relation to the Reynolds number. After introducing the characteristic velocity U * and the characteristic linear dimension L * , we can write a dimensionless version of equation (1) with reference to "modified" velocities u = u/U * and pressure p = pL * /µU * :
where
The Reynolds number is characterized by the relation of inertial forces to viscous forces, whereas the Froude number describes the ratio of inertial forces to gravity. Therefore, if we assume that inertial forces are low in comparison to viscous forces (a low Re value), the left side of equation (5) 
The system of equations (6, 2) describes Stokes flow. It may be noticed that, unlike equation (1), equation (6) is linear, which greatly facilitates the process of numerical solving. The third model to be analysed is the two-dimensional potential flow model. In this specific case, we assume that the velocity vector has the potential ϕ, which means that u = grad (ϕ), and that the fluid is inviscid or the viscous forces do not have any significant influence on the character of the flow. Therefore, the system of equations (1, 2) is transformed to a harmonic equation with relation to the function ϕ:
The equations presented above, defining particular mathematical models of the flow, belong to the category of partial differential equations (PDE), which require the correlation of some additional data in order to be solved (LeVeque 1990 , Tannehill et al 1997 . These additional pieces of information include a description of the domain where the solution and its proprieties are defined. The boundary conditions complete the process of formulating the problem. In the case of equations describing stationary processes, we usually have to deal with the so-called boundary problems.
Numerical Solution
The next step is to obtain solutions of these problems. Over the last hundred years, many different methods of approximate solution of partial differential equations have been developed (Hirsch 1990 ). The most common are the finite-difference method (FDM), the finite element method (FEM), the finite-volume method (FVM) and the boundary element method (BEM) (Cheng and Cheng 2005) . While the first three methods are based on formulating the problem through partial differential equations, the last one requires problem formulation in the form of integral equations which are derived from differential equations. And if, for the first group of methods, the discretization of the whole domain is obligatory (since unknown functions are defined in the whole domain), in the case of BEM, everything depends on a particular integral equation. Very often, this equation contains unknown functions defined only on the boundary of the domain, which results in reducing the process of discretization to its boundary only.
The major advantages of BEM are, above all, a significant facilitation of the discretization process (in comparison to ordinary mesh methods), a reduction of the number of discrete elements and the computation time, and high efficiency in the case of problems formulated in infinite domains (Banerjee, Butterfield 1981) . In the present study, we used the BEM method to solve the system of equations (6, 2) and the harmonic equation (7). However, we first had to rearrange these equations to an integral form. Later in the paper, we will present this process for Stokes equations. In the case of the harmonic equation, we will refer to integrate equations (without actually introducing them), which are known from classical potential theory.
In order to solve the system of equations (1, 2), we used OpenFOAM (Open source Field Operation And Manipulation), a program with an open source code based on FVM. In FVM (LeVeque 2002), these equations are integrated in areas surrounding the nodes of the calculation grid. Double integrals containing divergent terms are transformed into surface integrals using the divergence theorem. This approach allows existing characteristics to be considered as streams across the surface of each finite volume. Such a formulation leads to a "natural" fulfillment of the condition of maintaining a size of the flux passing through the border of neighboring grid elements. This means that in the case of equations (6, 2), equation (2) is automatically satisfied. The Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm (Issa 1985 ) is used to solve equations (1, 2) in OpenFOAM.
With regard to boundary conditions, it should be noted that in equations (1, 2) and (6, 2), for each point belonging to the boundary of the domain, it is necessary to give a flow velocity vector or a stress vector -or mixed conditions when the boundary condition vector is composed of the velocity vector and the stress vector. There are two types of boundary conditions for equation (7): Dirichlet conditions (ϕ value is given) and Neumann conditions (u n velocity in the direction normal to the boundary is given). Further in the current paper, we will analyse only the boundary conditions referring to velocity.
Integral Presentation of Two-dimensional Stokes Equations
As mentioned above, in order to solve equations (6, 2), BEM was applied. At the very beginning, it is necessary to transform the equations into their integral forms. The transformation of the integral equations corresponding to (6, 2) is described in detail in the papers (Pozrikidis 1992 , Hahn 2013 . For this reason, in the following part of this article, only the major aspects of this transformation are shown.
First, we write the Lorentz principle of reciprocal identity for Stokes flow (Pozrikidis 1992) . Let us assume that u and u * are two solutions of the Stokes flow equations with their respective stress tensors σ and σ * . Then, taking into consideration relation (2), we can write
where u * , σ * and p * are, respectively, flow, stress and pressure fields induced by the point force f located at the point x 0 (also known as the fundamental solution of Stokes equations, or Green's functions for two-dimensional Stokes equations). Using the approach presented in the papers (Lisicki 2013 , Pozrikidis 1992 , we can write definitions of individual terms:
f j -component of the mass force vector, i, j, k = 1, 2, r -x 0 − x, x, x 0 -any points in a two-dimensional space, δ -Kronecker delta
The tensor T , in particular, is defined as
Integrating (8) over the area S, we obtain the following:
Taking into account the singularity G(r), T (r) for the case x → x 0 , when x 0 is placed inside or on the border of the area S, applying the divergence theorem and introducing the surface stress vector Fs = σ · n, we obtain (Pozrikidis 1992)
where x is now placed on the boundary Ω, Ω -boundary of the domain S (Ω S), n(x) -external vector normal to Ω at the point x,
It must be pointed out that equation (18) directly allows the boundary conditions to be given in the form of the stress vector only or in the form of the velocity vector only or as mixed conditions of these two types. However, we should not forget that we assumed the boundary conditions in the form of the velocity vector. In such a case, when giving the boundary conditions, we have to remember to maintain an identical balance of water flowing into and out of the solution domain (satisfying the conservation of mass equation).
Integral Presentation of Two-dimensional Laplace Equations
Using classical potential theory for Laplace's equation, we can write the so-called single layer potential (Brebbia et al 1984) of the function ϕ: To apply the Neumann condition, let us consider the extreme situation when the point x 0 lies on the edge of the area (x 0 → x). The derivative of the left and right side of equation (19) in the direction (x) normal to Ω will be equal to
Taking into account the singularity of the sub-integral expression in the right side of (20), calculating the limits, we will obtain (Brebbia et al 1984)
where x 0 is now placed on the boundary Ω. Equation (21) is a Fredholm equation of the second kind. Using the boundary condition of the Neumann type, the function ω(x) is determined from equation (21). By substituting the omega function for equation (19) we obtain the expression for the potential at each point of the area S.
Laboratory Tests
In order to proceed with the validation analysis within the scope of the current paper, we chose the case of a two-dimensional flow through a straight channel sector with a no-run-off arm in the form of a rectangular cavern. A 62 cm-wide test stand was constructed in a laboratory flume at the hydraulic laboratory of FCEE GUT. The channel is supplied with water pumped in from the laboratory's closed cycle. The pumps are equipped with frequency converters making it possible to set precisely the intensity of water inflow into the channel, as well as maintaining fixed conditions. A straight channel sector with a rectangular cavern was constructed of small cement blocks placed in the straight sector of the laboratory channel with a horizontal cement bottom (Fig. 1) .
In the structure, we marked points where velocity measurements were taken (indicated with red crosses in Fig. 1 ). The single-point velocity was measured with an ADV instrument (by SonTek) equipped with a "down-looking" probe and capable of measuring three components of the velocity vector. The ADV instrument was assembled on a special trolley over the channel so that it could be moved parallel and perpendicular to the channel's axis, as well as to locate the measurement cell at an All conditions for the use of the ADV probe were fulfilled (the presence of particulates in the water). The placement of the investigated structure in the laboratory channel made it possible to impose suitable water flow conditions (a low velocity and an appropriate depth for measurements to be taken with the ADV instrument). The depth was maintained at 30 cm by damming water at the outlet of the channel. Several measurement series were conducted, each corresponding to a different inlet velocity: 0.3, 1.0, 3.0 and 10.0 cm/s, achieved by controlling the water inflow into the duct. During the experiment, the probe of the ADV instrument was moved in the direction normal to the channel's axis, while the components of the velocity vector were measured at selected points (Fig. 1) . At each measurement point, we recorded about 2000 measurements of each velocity vector component, and then we averaged all these values. Fig. 2 presents the measurement results in a graphic form. It shows the averaged values of V x velocity component (the black points): they are correlated with the line of approximation (the green solid line), which approximates selected points along the middle of the cavern, and different values of the velocity V in at the inlet to the straight sector preceding the cavern. A good practice in performing measurements of all kinds is to determine the measuring error (or the measurement uncertainty). One of the sensor's characteristics (Table 1) is the permanent measuring error ∆ = 2.5 mm/s, which limits the minimum velocity at which the results will not be burdened by excessive measuring errors. This means that the highest value of any relative measurement uncertainty (±∆) for the components of the velocity vector is achieved at around zero.
Another factor which influences the quality of measurement results is the presence of particulates, which allow measurements to be obtained on the basis of the Doppler effect. In simplified terms: the clearer the water, the bigger the measuring error of the ADV sensor. This results from the way the measurements are performed by the ADV method, which consists in "reflecting" the sound signal from elementary particles present in water. The measurement results were used to validate the chosen mathematical models describing water flow.
Numerical Tests
For the purposes of this paper, we also conducted numerical tests to compare the adopted flow models, as well as to show their characteristic properties. These properties are related to the assumptions underlying each model. As has already been noted, in order to conduct a comparative analysis, we chose the case of a two-dimensional flow through a straight channel sector with a rectangular cavern. This case allows us to clearly reveal differences between the solutions obtained, depending on which of the flow models was adopted. Moreover, it is frequently used to verify accepted solutions in CFD (Erturk et al 2005, Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000) . During the tests, the flow through a straight sector of the flume with a cavern was reconstructed (Fig. 1) . (Fig. 3a-d) . Let us point out that the trajectory position of particles depends on the value of the Reynolds number (between Re ≈ 960 and Re ≈ 0.96).
Below Re = 1, a decrease in its value has no significant impact on the character of the flow. Fig. 4(a-b) show streamlines calculated by the simplified models: the Stokes flow model (Fig. 4a) and the two-dimensional potential flow model (Fig. 4b) . In both cases, BEM was applied to solve them. During domain discretization in accordance with BEM, 3440 nodes were obtained. The results obtained from the Stokes model and from the two-dimensional potential flow model are different from those obtained on the basis of the Navier-Stokes model. First of all, the shape and position of streamlines do not change depending on the flow parameters. This results from the fact that in the former two models, we omit the influence of inertial forces. The Stokes model isolates a closed vortex structure tangent to the flow along the cavern's straight sector. This structure is symmetrical and independent of the flow velocity. The two-dimensional potential flow model forecasts the total absence of fluid particle rotation during its movement, leading to the omission of the influence of viscosity forces. As a result, there are no visible closed vortex structures. The streamlines, regardless of the cavern's size, lie parallel to one another.
Comparison of the Results of Numerical Simulations with the Results of Measurements
In order to proceed with the comparison, we juxtaposed the results (of calculations and measurements) on the line marked with red crosses in Fig. 1 . The section thus prepared allowed us to compare the velocity component V x as an important value of the velocity vector component. Since the initial analysis revealed that the results from the two-dimensional potential flow model differed significantly from the actual character of the flow (as well as from the results obtained by the remaining two models), it was not ultimately used in the current comparison.
Subsequently, a flow with an inlet horizontal velocity of around 0.8 cm/s was chosen. In this case, the Reynolds number equals about 960, which means that, in reality, the flow has to be turbulent. Fig. 5 compares the results obtained. It is possible to notice that in the case of a decreasing Reynolds number, the curves corresponding to the Navier-Stokes model approach the curve calculated on the basis of the Stokes model. The Navier-Stokes model yields relatively good results in modelling flows close to laminar flows. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that, although the green curve (corresponding to the Stokes model) lies relatively far from the points depicting the measurement results, it allows a "general" approximate shape of the velocity profile to be determined. 
Conclusions
The results of the research allow us to conclude that the simplified models used in describing water flows may also be used to model certain classes of real problems. Their specific properties significantly influence the solutions obtained and may limit their usefulness in particular cases. For instance, in modelling water flow in a two-dimensional cavern, the two-dimensional potential flow model is inaccurate to the extent that it does not even allow the general shape of the velocity domain to be visualized. The Stokes flow model, on the other hand, enables us to visualize it and, what is also important, to find the zone of a no-run-off water vortex -a vortex in the lower part of the cavern. It may be stated that in some cases (cases of a flow with a low Reynolds number, in particular), this model can be applied to achieve the adopted modelling objectives (such as the location of closed vortex zones). In numerical tests, the best results were obtained by the Navier-Stokes model. However, since the application of this particular model requires solution of nonlinear equations, it may cause some issues in numerical solving. In conclusion, the application of a particular simplified model should be carefully thought out, and its features should be compared with the features of the modelled object.
